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Next Run 2188
Date: 30rd Nov 2020

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:

Hare: Popeye

Co
Flasher
Hare:

Wimpey

Theme:

Run East Side car Park of Mathews Basketball centre. Enter off Salvado
Site: Road South on either Selby St or Jersey St.
Grub: Yes. BYO BOWLS

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Dags or Concord
Upcumming Runs

Run

Date

Hares

Van Driver

2189
2190
2191

7 Dec
14 Dec
21 Dec

Voodoo
Arseholeo
MTM

Two Dogs
XYZ
TBA

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with

Contact the On Sec: Donka hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2187 – Benbullen Rd, Kalamunda
Preamble:
_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab. Fit a distance to get tae
the run site.
49 MOH and 1 visitor braved their way – halfway to Kalgoorlie to
POLEY’s new house. Great spot for a run site, right next to Kalamunda
National Park– just as well he’s a fiery though!!
The Run:
The new RA stands up sporting his “kiddies Tadpole net”
with a couple of baby crays stuck to the side. Claims they will grow as
the year goes on. His outfit? To be discussed later.
The new GM eased his way onto the crate. Bit creaky, hope it lasts the
12 months (the crate that is).
GM announces no bullshit Donald Trump cards, Boong cards, or Keep off
the ice – do the crime then do the time. Good behaviour however will
get you an invite to Coffee Club and a free coffee.

GAZMAN asks if GM is going to perform “Welcome to Country” but is greeted with an icy Crayfish stare.
Pole Polisher gets on the crate and tells all that it is a lovely scenic run, not too long, should be back in an
hour. So please enjoy and F^*k off that way……….Mmmmm, we’ll get back to that!!!
Circle Up & Visitors/Retuniks:
_Visitors :
Slammer GM of Kalgoorlie hash (fortunately run site was close enough for him to attend)
Retuniks:
no retuniks recorded
Cripples:
ROO-TED did a reading for the cripples. MULLET, CAPT HOOK, MACE, MAUSIE with MTM and
SCRAPER hiding in the wings (Don’t remember seeing a doctors note SCRAPER)
Milestones: SQUIRT 600 runs, SIRKUMSIZE 300 runs
General Business: SIRKUMSIZE and SQUIRT called out for down downs 1 of 3 and 1 & 2 of 6. BARRELINA tells
his joke about the dog that bites. It wasn’t his dog!!
POPEYE announces that Jeff Pilgrim has died. Well known in Speedway and Drag Racing
MULLET says he overheard SCRAPER telling DONKA about his new girlfriend. Said she has a pussy the size of
a mouse’s ear – Donka was confused and said don’t you mean moose’s ear?
SCREWDRIVER complaining that the new Laptop that was loved, cherished and handed to him by the
outgoing Intercourse DONKA has already broken. He was left handling the hard drives – You gotta look after
things better SCREWY.
SCREWDRIVER stepped up as new Intercourse and announced he would do it differently as he did not have
the computer skills or hardware that the outgoing Intercourse had.
He will only announce the closest run – which is 75 days to Pre-Amble to Poor Man’s Nash Hash (Perth
Crankers Post Covid Party). Start date 6/02/2021.
Incidentally, Poor man’s Nash Hash (19/03/2021) in 116 days’ time. As to the rest, he says he
disnagiveafuckalot (Mmmm, where have I heard that before)
The GM showed his disappointed to the H4 response to the Bell Tower event.
Pay up boys and let’s make it a great night.
SALVOS run Tuesday 24th November. Well done COOPS for stepping up to drive the bus and for
SCREWDRIVER for volunteering to sell the piss.
TAGS steps up and mumbles some shit about Smartest and Richest man in hash. Hope someone out there
understood what he was going on about??
GASMAN congratulated TWO DOGS for managing to get the GM’s picture onto the H4 Bus Trophy. He was
surprised that he was able to fit in the GM’s head. Enjoy the ice Gassy
WIMPEY, CONCORD and FIRST OFFENCE shared birthdays. Two blocks of free piss on next week with
CONCORD to follow on his return from up North.

Charges:
STIR complemented the Onsec for being overkind in taking time out to get him Van driver info. Reckons he
was getting angry trying to find info. Charges MAUSAI for failing to guide him through the Anger
Management course properly. Charge carried.

GM charges ELF for being a little Prick and stealing his jacket (with keys) the week before. Second charge
was for dobbing in his mate HARDCASE. ELF enjoys a drink from the ice while listening to two very long
jokes by SLAMMER and BARRELINA. COOPS (with too much time on his hands) belts out a pearler originally
made by Slim Dusty
SQUIRT and SIRKUMSIZE complete their 3 and 6 downdowns.
WOW:

F^*K, where do we start

Smartest and Richest man in hash steps up with no more than a tadpole net as his RA’s outfit???? Hardcase
said he investigated COOKIES history to see if there was justification for COOKIE being the Richest man. He
couldn’t find anything so phones ATO, who said they would look into it.
Wanker nominations were:
ELF for taking GM’s jacket home, HOOKIE for giving ELF the jacket, BLOWY for parking on the hill and ending
up in the ditch, REPEY for running out of mid strengths, BOOF and BRAVEY for lying about the RA’s
involvement in the missing jacket (RA reminded B & B that he had to sit on the ice because of it), POLEY for
too long a run.
SIRKUMSIZE insisted on having it as it was tradition. Motion Carried
Good candidates to carry over to next week include ELF as the members note given the opportunity to vote
on the night, VOODU for wrecking the bus, driving out of POLEYs and FIRST OFFENCE for not wanting to
complete the run because he wanted to go to the Gym the next day to exercise his legs.

Run Report: Top run for members of the SAS, Professional orienteers and Mountain Goats…..
KAZI given the opportunity to report .
Great run, just like running in Asia says he, as he sung “The Hills are Alive”, though it took him 1hr and 45
mins to complete the 8.5 km’s. He wasn’t singing at the end of the run. Last in but not least was VOODU
and NICE TITS being escorted by BRAVEFART. DONKA looked particularly drained.
NICE TITS was heard to say – “this trail is surprising flat”- that was before we started to descend into the
abyss. DONKA managed to manoeuvre around the Truck Arrester on the way down a steep slippery section
but TROPPO and the President of the Hash Motor Bike Club was not so lucky. Both landed hard on their
arse. POPEYE came off worse when he tripped on Laterite and landed on Granite (according to VOODU). He
couldn’t tell whether he was between a rock or a hard place. Ouch
Anyway, 8 out of 10 for effort and food. Well done to the Hares.
Ice:

Well used particularly by SIR KUMSIZE and too many other members to mention

Next Week’s Run:
Popeye
Next week’s Van driver:
Wimpy
Hash Lunch:
TBA

Hares Act: POLE POLISHER did Ode to JK. Onya Poley
Song: _Song sung by very hesitant FIRST OFFENCE . Learn the words for next week says the GM
ON ON

C-Man / Donka 2/52
ON ON
Hamersley Hashmas @ Bell Tower

Trinidad & Tobago 2022

4th December 2020

29 April – 1 May 2022

Poor Man’s Nash Hash 2021

Nash Hash Adelaide 2021

19-20 March 2021

November 2021

???

Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

